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The proposed alternate routes around the bike park are dangerous and fail to 
properly address needs of handicapped persons and equestrians 
 Re-routing canal walkers or ASRA trail users onto either of the proposed replacement 

paths forces them to take a sunnier and steeper route. This is unsatisfactory and unfair 
to users who seek or require a level, semi-shaded, peaceful path. Hearing-impaired or 
unsteady users will be endangered by increased bike traffic on the canal trail. 

 
 At the ARD meeting of 4/24/14, at least seven residents expressed concern re horse-

bike safety. Many letters were written on this topic as well. Equestrians’ concerns are 
not addressed in the current report, in fact the only places where the word “equestrian” 
occurs are mere mentions that equestrians use the canal berm (mostly not true) or 
ASRA trail.  

 
 Along Maidu Drive, the curved bike trail and re-routed ASRA trail are only 1.5 to 6.3 feet 

apart.  A swerving bike so close to a horse is asking for trouble! This southern-most 
loop must be deleted from the design in order to give safe separation of horses and 
bikes. 

 
  The proposed relocation of the Pioneer Trail to the east of the skills track places it at 

the edge of a 60-degree drop-off that is 17 feet above Pleasant St. Although horizontal 
separation of the upper bike and lower ASRA trail along here is about 17-19’, horses 
react poorly to fast-moving apparent predators (bikes), especially those from above. 
The proposed bike and ASRA trail design endangers riders of startled horses and will 
effectively end equestrian use of this historic trail.    

 
 The relocated cliff-edge trail will be subject to erosion and landslides, making its 

maintenance difficult over time.  
 
Noise and traffic impacts on the neighborhood 
 The noise study is inadequate. No noise study was done on behalf of adjacent homes on 

Maidu, or for Riverview Drive. 
 
 I strongly oppose the construction start time of 6 am. Even the multi-year PCWA Pump 

Station Project was required to start no earlier than 7 am. This much closer project, 
adjacent to the City of Auburn, which also prohibits work prior to 7 am, should be no 
exception. 

 
 Noise carries very well in the canyon. From 313 Riverview Drive I can hear drivers 

doing “doughnuts” on the road down by PCWA, and I heard beeping of construction 
trucks working on the (then) dry river bed. Conversations below us on the canal are 
clearly audible.  
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 Clarify and restrict hours when amplification is allowed, following Auburn City code for 
neighborhoods. 

 
 Prohibit construction traffic use of Skyridge and Riverview Drives to minimize noise, 

pollution, and wear impact on residential streets. 
 
Public safety will be adversely affected by increased, unsupervised activity in a 
remote location 

Fire 
 Restrict engine-powered clearing to before 10:30 am (and after 7 am) during fire 

season, for both construction and maintenance.  Higher morning humidity reduces 
chance of accident. 

 Require fire suppression equipment (water, tools etc) to be onsite during all 
construction activity. 

 Prohibit smoking and barbecues in the area. 
 Prohibit parking on Maidu opposite the bike park (no curb area) to prevent 

accidental starts of grass fires.  
 
Law Enforcement/Security is minimal 
 Unlike the Skate Park, this is NOT in the city and will not be routinely surveilled or 

responded to by Auburn PD. They may be able to respond in an emergency if county 
is unavailable (per John Ruffcorn, 6/30/17).  

 
 County patrol response time will be slower because this is a tiny isolated bit of 

county land. 
 

 As a parent, I would be very leery of allowing my child be on their own at such a 
remote location with minimal to no police presence and mostly unsupervised users. 

 
 lock toilets after hours 

 
Maidu Drive will deteriorate further 

 heavy construction traffic will further ruin the street which is already in serious 
disrepair.  

 wet-brush cleaning the roadway will also cause erosion 
 painted crosswalk probably won’t endure due to poor condition of road 
 bike accidents in the road may occur due to wheels getting caught in ruts 

 
There was inadequate review of alternative sites as required by NEPA/CEQA.  
https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/NEPA_CEQA_Handbook_Feb2014.pdf, p19 
 
Bike Park Design was changed from initial hearing 
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 The ARD Feasibility Report  of August 2013 only considered a 1.4-acre bike park 
consisting of pump track and skills course, not a 9-acre footprint with trail connections 
to the Shirland Canal easement. The public was largely unaware of this change. 

 
Inadequate notice 
Public notice of this draft report was inadequate and late. It is unrealistic to expect the 
public to find it in the Federal Register, where notice appeared on 6/2/17. So how were we 
notified? Three ways that I know of: 
 
(a) Info sheets in an aging, yellowed plastic box labelled “Notice of Project” have been 
posted at the site for several years. Nothing indicated that the information inside had 
recently changed.  
 
(b) A June 14 2017 Auburn Journal article stated (incorrectly) that the Draft study was 
released June 9 2017.  
 
(c) As a past commenter and speaker at the 2014 meeting, I only received email notice of 
the draft document on June 14, 2017 from Kahl Muscott, which is less than 30 days’ notice.  
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Response to Maidu Bike Park Project 

Draft Environmental Assessment/Initial Study 
 
This project will have an overall negative impact on my family and on our neighborhood 
and I prefer that ARD continue to seek another site. Maidu Drive is a poor and potentially 
unsafe location, will not serve those who would most benefit, and is a destructive change 
from passive use of the area.  
 
If, despite this, you decide to go ahead with this project, I have made suggestions that I 
hope will reduce its negative impacts. 
 
Environmental Justice: This location is not where the needs are:   
 Others have already pointed out that, from a population standpoint, most bike park 

users in the ARD service area live on the other side of I-80 and would be better served 
by a closer facility. Only 1/3 of the children in Auburn’s elementary schools attend 
Skyridge, the closest school.   

 Rock Creek Elementary, with an enrollment of 211 out of 1210 students in Auburn 
Union School District K-5, has the fewest physically fit students (50% vs 80-88% for 
Auburn El and Skyridge) who are the most economically disadvantaged (88% free 
lunch vs 49% and 38% for Auburn El and Skyridge). (2017 data from http://public-
schools.startclass.com 

 
 In its proposed location, the bike park will serve the fittest children, those who are most 

able to bike ride to the park, and those who have parents with greater resources and 
time to drive them there. 

 
 This side of town already has a skate park for kids. The Bike park needs to go 

elsewhere. Non-team-sport recreation facilities should be spread around, not 
concentrated.  

 
 Proponents claim that most users live in South Auburn to justify its location here, but 

p93 of the report predicts that 78% of traffic will be coming from the north.  
 
 Proponents claim there is more user interest in South Auburn, making this site a good 

location. Compared to residents on the other side of I-80, they or their parents currently 
have better access and experience with off-street cycling. Why not expand interest in 
the sport by providing opportunity to those who have little? 

 
The Asbestos Risk study is incomplete 
 ARD will incur significantly higher costs if asbestos is ever found in exposed soil or 

airborne dust at this site.  
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 The report states that testing of stockpiled soil onsite has not been completed even 
though the intention is to use it to create bike park “features”. This work should be 
finished before any decision is made. 

 
 Future monitoring for asbestos should include tests of user exposure. Airborne dust 

sampling during use is the best method to determine asbestos exposure. Child-height 
riders following a lead rider are most exposed. Only wet, not moist, conditions 
effectively reduce dust exposure. 
(https://yosemite.epa.gov/r9/sfund/r9sfdocw.nsf/3dc283e6c5d6056f882574260074
17a2/c9351f6fe0b2c2a98825743b007e2885/$FILE/Atlas5_08%20322kb.pdf).  

 
 
The project is destructive to natural beauty and is not an appropriate use for Placer 
County Greenbelt/Open Space designated land 
 
 The project is in Placer county Greenbelt and Open Space (OS) but its major elements 

do not meet the definition of OS in the Placer County General Plan 
(https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=placer+county+green+belt+
definition&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8, p12). The OS designation is intended to “protect 
important open space lands.” Use is “limited to low intensity agricultural and public 
recreational uses.” Green ball fields and bicycle paths fall into the OS category (p19-20), 
but scalped and drastically sculpted bare land areas do not, to my mind. Similarly, BMX 
bike activity is not considered passive recreation by the City of Roseville CA. 
http://www.roseville.ca.us/parks/parks_n_facilities/parks_in_roseville/open_space.asp 

 
 In spring, many wildflowers including Blue Dick, Hartwegs’ Iris, Fiddleneck, Miner’s 

lettuce, Fairy Lanterns, and much more can be found blooming in the shaded oak 
woodland below the canal, where the current ASRA trail is located. This would be lost 
due to grading and/or trail reroute.  

 
 Bare dirt with multiple 8’ piles will be an ugly blight on a formerly natural (albeit 

recovering) area. 
 
 Impacts on both local and canyon views should have been considered, but only the 

canyon view was considered important. 
 
 Some rooms of the Canyon View Community Center will have views of a busy dirt pile 

instead of the natural view that was enjoyed. 
 
 The report fails to address how deeply rutted trails will be repaired although this is a 

consequence of heavy bike use on canyon trails. 
 
ARD should have 100% responsibility to maintain the bike park 
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 If the bike park is built, ARD must be prepared to assume complete responsibility for its 
maintenance and safety, should volunteer help ever be inadequate. This should be 
stated in the final document. Our experience with volunteers is that even though they 
are well intentioned, lives can change, kids grow up, and people drift away.  

 
 ARD could be liable for injuries that occur at the bike park if the design or maintenance 

are found to be unsafe. Will ARD have sufficient authority or expertise to minimize this 
risk? 

 
The bike park will increase bike use and user conflicts on the canal trail. ARD and 
PCWA will both be liable for damages. 
 Earlier designs connected with the canal trail only at the bridge. However the current 

design has two additional junctions. The one on the north clearly feeds onto the canal 
trail in a smooth curve. These junctions will encourage use of the canal trail by bikes, 
including novice riders who the most likely to have falls or collisions. Those junctions 
should be removed from the design. 

 
 The Shirland canal trail is inadequate for bike use because it has some very narrow 

(18”), unbanked sloping sections that are not appropriate for bikes.  In contrast, even 
the 6’ wide proposed skills trails which will be bike only are expected to be at least 2’ 
wide.  

 
 Increased bike use of the canal trail will adversely impact the experience of runners and 

walkers who are the majority of users.  Pedestrians will also have to negotiate around 
the bridge crossing and watch for cross-traffic.  Nearly 80% of users are predicted to be 
unsupervised (p. 92) and it is unrealistic to expect that bikes will be walked across the 
bridge. 

 
 The short steep sections leading from either side of north Maidu Dr. down to the canal 

trail are already slippery/dangerous. They will suffer increased erosion from bike use. 
 
  By effectively encouraging such unsafe use, ARD will be liable for accidents involving or 

caused by bike park users. 
 
 By approving a design that encourages unsafe use on the canal, PCWA will also be held 

liable for accidents involving or caused by bike park users. 
 
 Our property at 313 Riverview Drive, like the other canyon-side homes on the street 

(145-395) includes the canal and ends just above the existing ASRA trail. Use of the 
canal trail (a PCWA easement across private properties) by the public has increased 
significantly since the 1990s and nowadays it is shown on various maps.  I am OK with 
walkers using the canal (my property) as long as they are considerate and careful, but 
we assume a liability risk in doing so. Our liability risk will also increase with increased 
bike traffic. 
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 Clarify and restrict hours when amplification is allowed, following Auburn City code for 
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 Prohibit construction traffic use of Skyridge and Riverview Drives to minimize noise, 

pollution, and wear impact on residential streets. 
 
Public safety will be adversely affected by increased, unsupervised activity in a 
remote location 
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season, for both construction and maintenance.  Higher morning humidity reduces 
chance of accident. 

 Require fire suppression equipment (water, tools etc) to be onsite during all 
construction activity. 

 Prohibit smoking and barbecues in the area. 
 Prohibit parking on Maidu opposite the bike park (no curb area) to prevent 

accidental starts of grass fires.  
 
Law Enforcement/Security is minimal 
 Unlike the Skate Park, this is NOT in the city and will not be routinely surveilled or 

responded to by Auburn PD. They may be able to respond in an emergency if county 
is unavailable (per John Ruffcorn, 6/30/17).  

 
 County patrol response time will be slower because this is a tiny isolated bit of 

county land. 
 

 As a parent, I would be very leery of allowing my child be on their own at such a 
remote location with minimal to no police presence and mostly unsupervised users. 

 
 lock toilets after hours 

 
Maidu Drive will deteriorate further 

 heavy construction traffic will further ruin the street which is already in serious 
disrepair.  

 wet-brush cleaning the roadway will also cause erosion 
 painted crosswalk probably won’t endure due to poor condition of road 
 bike accidents in the road may occur due to wheels getting caught in ruts 

 
There was inadequate review of alternative sites as required by NEPA/CEQA.  
https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/NEPA_CEQA_Handbook_Feb2014.pdf, p19 
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 The ARD Feasibility Report  of August 2013 only considered a 1.4-acre bike park 
consisting of pump track and skills course, not a 9-acre footprint with trail connections 
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public to find it in the Federal Register, where notice appeared on 6/2/17. So how were we 
notified? Three ways that I know of: 
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posted at the site for several years. Nothing indicated that the information inside had 
recently changed.  
 
(b) A June 14 2017 Auburn Journal article stated (incorrectly) that the Draft study was 
released June 9 2017.  
 
(c) As a past commenter and speaker at the 2014 meeting, I only received email notice of 
the draft document on June 14, 2017 from Kahl Muscott, which is less than 30 days’ notice.  
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-----Original Message-----
From: catherine erikson [mailto:catherine.a.e@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2017 2:38 PM
To: Kahl Muscott <KMuscott@auburnrec.com>
Cc: jlefevre@usbr.gov
Subject: Re: bike park

> On Jun 21, 2017, at 2:28 PM, catherine erikson <catherine.a.e@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> How long does this placating the cycling community go on?   As long as they whine & cry, that’s how long.  I feel
a bike park is simply a silly idea. Cyclists of all kinds have numerous roads, fire roads, trails legal & inappropriate
for bikes.  This will never end.  The parks are so gullible to listen to their complaining about “not enough trails for
bikes”  “ we don’t have as many trails as the “horsey people” do”   Horsey people… their language, not mine.  “mt
biking is so healthy for our kids,  and a bike park will keep them out of trouble.”  There are plenty of people, kids &
adults, that manage to keep themselves “out of trouble”  without having a damn “bike park.”  This bike park will
only encourage more bikes to be out on the trails,  again, legal & unsanctioned.   Mt bikers don’t care.  Don’t you
get it parks?  My personal experience is one of over 25+ years on trails all over the area.  Mt bikers are rude as all
hell.   Unyielding  selfish, self entitled,  dangerous for others on trails…….”oppressive to wildlife”   Trail
damaging.   Really parks?  Please take a good hard look at this.   Encouraging this type of behavior on a bike, will
go out onto the trails.   Please,   stop trying to “make everybody like you”  and do what is right for “all”   Haven’t
even touched on the amount of vehicles through the neighborhoods to get to this bike park. What do the people in
these neighborhoods think?  I would hate it.
> Why, Why, Why??? Where does it end?   Who is the next group that is going to whine & cry & give you a line of
baloney about how great they are, how wonderful their sport is, how they never do anything wrong. Gimme, gimme
gimme, or we are going to cry, cry, & take anyway.  I am so god dam sick of folks on 2 wheels, I could just spit.
>
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Carol D. Euwema SCLA
485 Riverview Drive
Auburn, CA 95603

534.492.4886

JuLy 3,2017

Mr. LeFevre

Bureau of Reclamation

2800 Cottage Way

Sacramento, CA 95825

RE: Tentative Auburn Bike Park

Dear Mr. LeFevre,

I have been a liability insurance adjuster for over 39 years. I obtained my Senior Claims
Law Associates designation from the American Educational Institute, Inc., in June of 1992. I
have been a licensed independent adjuster in the state since 1995. I currently handle large

excess exposure Liability claims for Great American Insurance Company.

I moved to the Auburn area L1 years ago from Southern Califomia. I did so to get away

from the traffic and smog. I settled on Riverview Drive because it was so near the hiking
trails. It was so peaceful and quiet. There was very little traffic or crime. I hike the trails
almost every moming with my dogs.

I just recently learned of the plans for a bike park in our area. I am extuemely concerned

with the proposed site. A bike park would be devastating to the Riverview-Maidu
Communify. It would destroy everything I found inviting about the area. In particular, I
have several major concerns:

1. As an excess insurance claims adjuster I handle the very large exposure losses. I
am well aware of how dangerous bicycle accidents can be. I currently have three

such accidents in my inventory. One involves a quadriplegic who later died
from his injuries, the second a paraplegic, and the third a Traumatic Brain Infury



(TBD. The settlements are anticipated to be in the multi-millions of dollars, not to
mention the defense fees and costs that will be incurred. Is the Bureau of
Reclamation prepared for such a high-level exposure? You will be sued!

2. I have also handled many asbestos exposure cases. I am well aware of
conflicting reports regarding the safety of the proposed site. Children are

extremely susceptible to even low levels of asbestos exposure. The incubation
period for asbestos-related injuries are many-mzrny years. Is the Bureau of
Reclamation prepared to handle such costly iong-term claims exposure?

3. As a property owner, I am concerned over my own personal exposure to
asbestos and other harmful chemicals. I am also concerned over the diminution
in property values, which is bound to occur from the increased traffic, noise, and
health concems. Not to mention crime rates, which will occur with so many
unsupervised young people in the area. In additioru I am extremely worried
over an increased fire hazard. Let's face it, kids will be kids. They will be

smoking and playing with fire. A fire in this comrmnity would be devastating.

And once again,lawsuits would be filed.

The proposed site is simply not appropriate for a bike park. I respectfully request the

Bureau reconsider their position and seek a more appropriate site for the park. If the

Bureau elects to proceed with construction of the park in my area, rest assured I will be

seeking legal advice.

Ites,pectfu,llt',f, Cg
t i// lL N f.t*tt<llr*--

Carol-D. Euwema, SCLA
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